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August 16, 2002
Dear Family,
Looks like I’m an unwitting holdup for this round of the letter. It arrived the day after we left on our vacation that started with a visit at the
Alan May Family “West Wing” retreat in the Poconos, continued with our attendance at Reunion 2002, a week’s stay in Vermont, and visits with
friends & Family in Connecticut and ended with me heading off to Richmond International Airport for a two-day business meeting. So, this is the
best I could do.
Danie has fully recovered from the surgery to correct Dupuytren's Contracture in her left hand and is back to quilting up a storm (She
actually finished several projects this year!).
Chris finally decided to move out of our home and into a townhouse apartment with two of his friends. The apartment is in Ashland;
some 16 miles / 22 minutes from here. He is still working at Panera Bread, but he has picked up some freelance graphic design work on the side.
Naturally, he’s still fishing for a full-time job in his field, but there haven’t been any bites. He bought himself a high end digital camera and has
developed (no pun intended) an interest in photography. (You can see some of his work at http://www.pbase.com/chrismay).
Claudine spent the last semester of her college years working hard to make a future in the business she has chosen to pursue. In
March, she picked up the lead role in Radford’s production of “As Bees In Honey Drown”, a play whose lead character is a real b!+c#, that she,
curiously, played very well! In addition, she was a member of the school’s Ensemble, a group that visited local schools putting on productions of
“The Oldest Story Ever Told” and “Spoon River” while continuing her work in the costume shop and managed to keep her Dean’s List status.
(Don’t ask ME how she did it!) She graduated “Magna Cum Laude” in May on a day that the rains came only after the decision was made to go
with the “dry day” plan. A benefit of that decision was that most speakers felt sorry for the audience and kept their remarks to a minimum.
Claudine was supposed to work this summer at the Red Barn Playhouse (Saugatuck, MI), in an Actor/Tech position; working in the
Costume Shop in the morning, rehearsing in the afternoon and performing (most likely as a member of the "chorus") in the evening. She selected
this job above three other offers because this was one of two that offered acting (in addition to costuming) AND it is an Equity theater. Her acting
there would have given her professional "points" to become a member of Actors Equity. Unfortunately, she received a call from the manager of
the theater on Thursday prior to graduation. It seems that the owner of the playhouse was looking to sell it and there was an "agreement" to sell
the playhouse to the folks who were managing the productions. However, the current owners were approached by another party, who offered
them more money for the property. These folks want to tear down the barn and make it a parking lot. According to the caller, there is a lawsuit in
the works related to the broken agreement, but, as you might expect when the courts get involved, there will be no quick solution to this issue.
Therefore, there will be no job this summer in Michigan!
Since it happened so close to graduation, Beener couldn’t come up with a job in Radford, where she stayed in her apartment, living a life
of leisure, until her lease on the apartment ran out on August 1. She has moved back home for the present. As for the future . . . .???
The expansion of St. Michael’s Church in Glen Allen is nearing completion and the dedication of the new worship space has been
scheduled for October. We are very anxiously awaiting the time when we can have more breathing room at weekend Masses. We had a rough
spring at our parish due to the fact that our pastor, Fr. John Leonard, was relieved of his duties for seven weeks, while the Bishop investigated
allegations of “improper sexual conduct” brought by a man who was a student at a now defunct seminary preparatory high school where Fr.
Leonard was a rector some thirty years ago. After an “exhaustive” investigation, the Bishop cleared Fr. John of the charge. Unfortunately, the
accuser believed that justice was not done and sacrificed his anonymity by holding a press conference and TV interview in which he “explained”
the incident to the public. I won’t go into detail, but his explanation raised more questions than it answered (i.e., the accusers have been close to
Fr. John for the 30 years since the “incidents” occurred. One is in the Deaconate program that Fr. John leads and another has been in our parish
since it started in ‘92. How could they have associated with this “horrible man” for so long?) Backlash from the “incident” continues to play in the
media and this week, in an effort to deflect heat away from his office, the Bishop requested that the County Attorney investigate whether any
wrongdoing took place. The issue is far from being resolved.
In April, Danie & I traveled to NY to participate in the 30th anniversary of her graduation reunion (that’s from nursery school . . . thank you
for asking!). This event gave us the opportunity to spend some time exploring our old neighborhoods, something we haven’t done in 17 years (!)
I was unprepared for the physiological reaction to the emotion of seeing our old neighborhood again. Amid the large number of changes were
certain landmarks that looked exactly the same as I remembered them; the bakery at the corner and the pizza shop down the block. It was
amazing! On a lark, I knocked on our old next door neighbor’s door to see if they were home. When they opened the door, there was instant
recognition. We were invited in and enjoyed a wonderful conversation.
After the reunion and exploration of the neighborhood, we spent our last day in NY by meeting up with Alan at Ground Zero. Alan
showed us his old building, which only recently was deemed to be unfit for renovation, and gave us a tour of what had been done for the recovery
effort and security changes in the area. I am simply amazed that just seven months after the collapse, there was then just a small pile of rubble
remaining in the crater that was once the underground plazas and parking garages for these buildings.
At work, our Engineering organization is as dysfunctional as ever, one year after our reorganization. To further stir things up, our Senior
VP - Nuclear hinted that he thought our business unit is too stagnant, so he suggested that people should be shuffled around to broaden the
experience base of the workforce. Just a breath from our Sr. VP will put our Engineering management into action and changes were made at the
manager and supervisory level almost willy-nilly. In one of the shuffles, I was moved from Supervisor - Mechanical Engineering to Supervisor Engineering Mechanics. In my new position, unlike the old, the scope and breadth of the group’s responsibilities are well defined and narrow. I
guess I should be thankful that my job will become easier, but I am dismayed by the fact that few among the new supervisors understand the
mission of the groups that they are taking over.
Reunion 2002 was great! Too bad attendance was down so significantly. We enjoyed the weather (a few degrees cooler would have
been OK) and the company. Hope all is well with those who could not attend.
Eric

